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Data Quality is  not new. Many organizations are trying to reach quality during their  deploy-
ment projects in different ways and using different tools. However following study is not go-
ing to talk about tools and how SAP is handy in different aspects of business life.
The purpose of the study is to explore the importance of master data quality during deploy-
ment projects.
Study is representing combination of theory and practical suggestion which can be utilized in
real  world.  Theory part  introduce to the reader main aspect of master data in material  man-
agement and sales and distribution modules of SAP. However the methodology of the study is
base on the governance approach which controls master data by variation of regulations and
rules. Base on the governance approach, study suggests templates which could be utilize by
any organization during collection of master data. Following templates represent general view
of the research problem, that means each organization has own way of utilization of the sug-
gested templates base on their own processes. In practical part of the study is shown interac-
tion between theory and suggested templates, which are utilize in procurement process in
SAP. Such utilization will show importance of collection of valid and complete master data
during deployment project.
Knowledge gained from this study has the potential in assisting medium-sized organizations to
improve the quality of the data used in their ERP systems.
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1Abbreviation
ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning
“Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a company-wide computer software system used to manage and coordinate all the
resources, information, and functions of a business from shared data stores.”
PIM: Personal Information Management
“Personal information management (PIM) refers to both the practice and the study of the activities people perform in order
to acquire, organize, maintain, retrieve and use information items such as documents (paper-based and digital), web pages and email
messages for everyday use to complete tasks (work-related or not) and fulfill a person’s various roles (as parent, employee, friend,
member of community, etc.).”
SCM: Supply Chain Management
“Supply chain management (SCM) is the management of a network of interconnected businesses involved in the ultimate
provision of product and service packages required by end customers (Harland, 1996). Supply Chain Management spans all move-
ment and storage of raw materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished goods from point of origin to point of consumption.”
CRM: Customer Relationship Management
“Customer relationship management (CRM) consists of the processes a company uses to track and organize its contacts
with its current and prospective customers. CRM software is used to support these processes; information about customers and cus-
tomer interactions can be entered, stored and accessed by employees in different company departments. Typical CRM goals are to
improve services provided to customers, and to use customer contact information for targeted marketing.”
BI: Business Intelligence
“Business intelligence (BI)  refers  to  skills,  technologies,  applications  and  practices  used  to  help  a  business
acquire a better understanding of its commercial context. Business intelligence may also refer to the collected
information itself.”
2DQ: Data Quality
“Data quality (DQ) the processes and technologies involved in ensuring the conformance of data values to business requirements
and acceptance criteria.”
MM: Material Management
“SAP MM is the materials management module of the SAP ERP software package from SAP AG. Materials management is
integrated with other modules such as SD, PP and QM. Materials management is used for procurement and inventory management.”
SD: Sales and Distribution
“SAP SD is the Sales and Distribution module of the SAP ERP software package from SAP AG. Sales and Distribution is
integrated with other modules such as MM, PP and QM.”
PO: Purchase Order
“A purchase order (PO) is a commercial document issued by a buyer to a seller, indicating types, quantities, and agreed prices
for  products  or services  the seller  will  provide to the buyer.  Sending a PO to a supplier  constitutes  a legal  offer  to buy products  or
services. Acceptance of a PO by a seller usually forms a one-off contract between the buyer and seller, so no contract exists until the
PO is accepted.”
SO: Sales Order
“The sales order, sometimes abbreviated as SO, is an order received by a business from a customer. A sales order may be for
products and/or services. Given the wide variety of businesses, this means that the orders can be fulfilled in several ways.”
31 Introduction
SAP, as one of the leading ERP systems, has gained popularity for not only large organization
as well. In order to help build the awareness of Data Quality issues and assist medium size
organization handling DQ in the process of ERP implementation the following study has
been done.
1.1 The extent of the work
The work is done within framework of a Bachelor Thesis, in fulfillment of requirement for the
award of the degree: Bachelor in Business Information Technology in the University of Ap-
plied Sciences Haaga-Helia AMK, Finland.
The role of the thesis is to give the student an opportunity to show his/her ability for applying
the knowledge and skills accumulated during the studies. Thesis is based on Haaga-Helia
AMK process and serves as the bridge between a theory and the practice at the final stage of
studies integrating earlier studies to each other.
Thesis is aimed at “Master Data Quality in ERP Deployment projects”, as to investigate the
areas in DQ where Data governance method could be implemented and then utilized consid-
ering the efforts and resources that are involved in known method. The work explores how
this could be achieved with the available functionality of SAP and governance approach.
1.2 Document outline
The documentation of the Bachelor’s Thesis is outline in the following way. Chapter Two
present the goal to the work and main aspects of research problem. Chapter Three presents
master data in SAP MM module which are relevant to our research As well chapter cover in-
volvement of master data in procurement process. Chapter Four presents SD process and
cover  customer  master  data  in  SAP  SD  module.  Chapter  Five  explains  master  data  quality,
benefits of taking control of DQ and why applying data quality is so difficult. As well chapter
covers set of regulation in filed of DQ which have been introduced by state such as: “Basel II,
Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA”.
4 Chapter Six present master data governance approach and utilization of such approach during
deployment. In chapter Seven describes methodology in which whole project is conducted.
Chapter Eight presents test master data setup and interact with Chapter Nine where test re-
sults are represented and hypothesis is proved. Chapter Ten represents conclusion and sum-
marizes findings and results.
52 The goal to the work
The management of key organizational data has always been important. Knowing who your
customers are, what products and services you offer, and what arrangements or accounts you
have with your customers and suppliers is a key to the operation of most organizations.
Master data is some of the most valuable information that an organization owns. It represents
base of the organization, such as customers, suppliers, products, and accounts, and the rela-
tionships between them. Generally master data describes an enterprise because each object of
master data represents information that is needed across various business processes, across
organizational units, and between operational systems.
Referring  to  article  “Master  Data  Management:  An Introduction”  which  is  published  by  In-
form It, master data captures the key things on which all parts of an organization must agree,
both in meaning and usage. For example, it's important that all parts of an organization share
an  understanding  of  what  defines  a  customer,  which  customers  exist,  where  customers  are
located, and what products they have purchased or have been offered.
It leads to common understanding that is useful to prevent bad things from happening occa-
sionally such as a wrong address, as well as to provide an opportunity for significant business
benefits and growth.
That brings us to logical question to which I will try to answer in my research:
“How master data governance approach within master data management is relevant
towards master data quality issues during ERP deployment projects?”
Target area of research is “Data Quality of Master Data”
However we have to understand that governance approach is a part of master data manage-
ment. In my research I will just describe main aspects of governance approach towards master
data quality. The reason is that my time line is short to describe all aspects of “Master Data
Management” within of one research that could lead for future studies on that area.
63 Master data in material management module
Master data comprises data records that are stored in the data base for a long period of time.
These data records are stored centrally, and are used and processed on a cross-application
basis. In this way, the multiple storage redundancy of data is avoided. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 71)
The vendor master record, the material master record and the purchasing info record belong
to the most important master data in the procurement process.
Figure1: Master Data in the Procurement Process (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 71)
Before describing master data which are used in MM module I want to describe in brief flow
of master data during procurement process.
When  creating  purchasing  document  [Figure  1],  fore  example  PO  data  is  transferred  to  the
purchasing document by default from existing master records. That minimizes effort required
to enter the data.
Other data from the material master record, such as unit of measure, material short text, and
the PO text, is also adopted in the new document. The data in the vendor master record in-
cludes address and payment data. As well you can store vendor particular data on certain ma-
terial, such as delivery time and purchasing price in the purchasing info records.
73.1 Vendor master data
The vendor master record contains information on an enterprise’s vendors. This information
is stored in individual vendor master records. In addition to the vendor’s name and address, a
vendor master record contains following data:
? Currency used in transactions with the vendor
? Terms of payment
? Names of important contacts (e.g. sales persons)
For accounting purposes, the vendor is also a creditor of the enterprise; vendor master record
also contains accounting data such as reconciliation account from general ledger.
The vendor master record can be maintained by purchasing and accounting, that explains why
data are subdivided in two different records.
Figure 2: Vendor master record (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 72-82)
The data in the vendor master record [Figure 2] is subdivided into the following categories:
? General data:
This data is valid for the whole client. It includes the vendor’s address and bank details as example
(Sap Tscm50. 2006, 72-82).
? Accounting data:
Maintained at company code level, it includes number of the reconciliation account and the payment
method for automatic payment transactions. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 72-82)
8? Purchasing data:
This data is maintained for each purchasing organization, it includes the purchasing order currency,
Incoterms, and various control data assigned to the vendor. As well you can maintain vendor for dif-
ferent plants or vendor sub ranges. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 72-82)
You can decide where vendor master records are to be maintained centrally or on a decentral-
ized basis (purchasing).
3.2 Material master record
The material master record is an enterprise’s main source of material-specific data. It is used
by all areas of logistics. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
The integration of all material data in a single object reduces the problem of data redundancy.
All areas, such as purchasing, inventory management, material planning and invoice verifica-
tion, can use the data stored from one source. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
The  data  stored  in  the  material  master  record  is  required  for  many  purposes,  including  the
following:
? Purchasing data is required for ordering purposes
? Inventory management data is needed to post goods movements and carry out physi-
cal inventories
? Accounting data is required for material valuation
? Material planning data is needed for material requirement panning
Since different user department within enterprise work with one material, and each depart-
ment enter different information relating to it,  the data in a material  master record is  subdi-
vided according to area of use. Each department within enterprise has own view of a material
master record and is responsible for maintaining the data covered by this view.
9Figure 3: Data screen in Material Master Record Maintenance (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
Material process master data screens [Figure 3] can be subdivided into the following types:
? Main data
Include screens of the individual user departments, such as basic data, materials plan-
ning and etc.
? Additional data
Include additional information, such as alternative units of measure, material short de-
scriptions and consumption data such as value.
The material master data can be maintained at different organization laves. Why is needed; so
material data can be maintained centrally without unnecessary load on the database due to
redundant information and it reflects enterprise structure. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
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Figure 4: Material Master: Organization levels (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
Let’s see at what organization levels [Figure 4] material is maintained:
? Data client level
General material data that is valid for the whole organization is stored at client level.
? Data at plant level
All  data  that  valid  for  within  a  plant  and  for  all  storage  locations  belonging  to  it  is
stored at plant level.
? Data at storage location
All data that is valid for a particular location is stored at storage location level.
Organization levels which mentioned above are relevant for external procurement. If we want
to refer to sales and distribution then other data is entered depend on the sales organization
and the distribution channel and you must specify warehouse number and storage type for the
warehouse management data. (Sap Tscm50. 2006, 88-100)
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4 Master data in sales and distributions module
Sales and Distribution module consist of the following master data; the customer master re-
cord, the material master record and the customer –material info belong to the most impor-
tant master data in the sales and distribution processes. However for our study most impor-
tant master data parts will be customer master data and material master data.
Figure 5: Master Data During Sales and Distribution Process (SD Participants Handbook.2005,
70)
Before describing master data which are used in SD module I want to describe in brief flow of
master data during sales and distribution process.
When  creating  order  document  [Figure  5],  for  example  SO  data  is  transferred  to  the  order
document by default from existing master records. That minimizes effort required to enter the
data.
Other data from the material master record, such as unit of measure, material short text, is
also adopted in the new document. The data in the vendor master record includes address and
payment data. Ads well you can store vendor particular data on certain material, such as deliv-
ery time and purchasing price in the purchasing info records. (SD Participants Hand-
book.2005, 70)
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4.1 Customer master data
The Customer Master Data groups’ data in three views [Figure 6]: General, Sales Area and
Company Code Data
Figure 6: Customer master data (SD Participants Handbook.2005, 85)
? General Data is maintained independently of the organizational elements. The data is
common to all organizational structures within the client
? Sales Area data is for SD processes and specific to a given sales area
? Company Code Data is relevant for financial accounting processes and is specific for a
given company code
A single customer master includes all the data necessary for processing orders, deliveries, in-
voices and customer payments.
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5 Master data quality
Master data consists of the core business data shared across systems in large enterprises, in-
cluding product, part, customer, and supplier data. In the vast majority of companies, master
data tends to be extremely problematic. While serving as the basis for crucial systems such as
ERP, PIM, SCM, CRM, and BI, this master data – which is stored in different formats among
different databases and applications – typically represent inaccuracy, inconsistency, errors,
spelling errors, duplications, mismatched codes, and uncategorized or miss-categorized  items.
Really on ZooMiX article in which discussed how master data quality solution brings possibil-
ity of achieving and maintaining high-quality master data that delivers numerous operational
benefits to the enterprise, including higher customer satisfaction, more effective marketing
campaigns, faster new product introductions, less expensive procurement, more efficient in-
ventory management, and more accurate financial reporting and business analysis. (ZooMiX.
2008)
As  well  we  have  to  understand  that  master  data  quality  is  achieved  not  just  by  master  data
quality program within master data management, organization relays on governmental legisla-
tion such as:
? Basel II
Basel II is the second of the Basel Accords, which are recommendations on banking
laws and regulations issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. The pur-
pose of Basel II, which was initially published in June 2004, is to create an interna-
tional standard that banking regulators can use when creating regulations about how
much capital banks need to put aside to guard against the types of financial and opera-
tional risks banks face. (Basel II.2002)
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? Sarbanes-Oxley
Sarbanes-Oxley contains 11 titles that describe specific mandates and requirements for
financial reporting. Each title consists of several sections, summarized below.
? Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)
? Auditor Independence
? Corporate Responsibility
? Enhanced Financial Disclosures
? Analyst Conflicts of Interest
? Commission Resources and Authority
? Studies and Reports
? Corporate and Criminal Fraud Accountability
? White Collar Crime Penalty Enhancement
? Corporate Tax Returns
? Corporate Fraud Accountability
(Sarbanes-Oxley Act Pub.L. 2002)
? HIPAA
According to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) website, Title I
of HIPAA protects health insurance coverage for workers and their families when
they change or lose their jobs. Title II of HIPAA, known as the Administrative Simpli-
fication (AS) provisions, requires the establishment of national standards for electronic
health care transactions and national identifiers for providers, health insurance plans,
and employers. It helps people keep their information private. (Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act. 1999)
Mentioned above regulations have placed additional pressure on companies to ensure accurate
reporting, an impossibility with systems full of "dirty" data.
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5.1 Taking control of master data quality
In a real world of Master Data Management we can say that data quality represent two differ-
ent levels. First the master data object has to be defined correct and accurate. Second data
quality tools and techniques are used in the integration and consolidation processes.
David Loshin suggests in his book (David Loshin. 2009, 1-200) that a data quality program
will eventually result in a change to the organization, particularly in the way that management,
and in turn individual staff members, relate to and asses the information value. Instead con-
sidering data as only the raw input to the running application individuals will understand how
information becomes an asset to be used in many ways to for improving data. As business
practice continues to relay on master data, they will become more dependent on high-quality.
The benefits of employing Master Data Quality Management are:
? Better customer service/satisfaction
? More effective sales campaigns and improved Web-based sales
? More efficient business processes
? Reduced time-to-market for new product introductions
? Less expensive procurement
? More effective business performance management
? Better reporting
? Reduced waste
? Reduced business risk
However master data quality is important in organization; still organizations face difficulties
towards quality.
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5.2 Why is this so difficult?
There  are  widely-used  tools  Scala,  Speridon,  Zoomix,  TxShuttle  and  etc  on  the  market  de-
signed to address the quality of customer data. However, the problems of these solutions are
free-form data that makes them unmanageable, expensive and unapproachable to implement:
? They are rule-based systems, meaning that they require huge investments in the man-
ual development and maintenance of rules, dictionaries and data repositories. (MDQ
internet magazine. 2008)
? Because it is impossible to anticipate rules for every real-world case, the accuracy of
these tools is never sufficiently high. (MDQ internet magazine. 2008)
? These tools are used in separate data quality projects, which are disconnected from the
daily business use of corporate data. These projects are risky and must be repeated pe-
riodically as data quality degrades during routine business operations. (MDQ internet
magazine. 2008)
Corresponding to data quality problems Dan Power discuss in his article that “Dirty data” can
be a problem for any type of system, but data quality and MDM are strongly linked, because
the net purpose of MDM initiatives is to deliver a single source of truth on one or master data
domains containing accurate, complete, timely and consistent data. Without early, systematic
attention to high levels of data quality your master data hub simply is a fast, automated way to
shoot yourself in the foot. (Information-Management Magazine. 2008)
Out of that Dan Power suggest three real-world recommendations for incorporating data
quality into your MDM initiative:
? Profile Early and Often
? Cleanse Your Data Automatically Where Possible
? Create an Ongoing Data Governance Program
That recommendation logically leads us towards governance approach toward master data
quality which will be discussed in following chapter.
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6 Master data governance
There are different definitions what is meant by the term “data governance”. Data governance
is expected to ensure that the data meets the expectations of the business purposes, in the
context of data stewardship, ownership, compliance, privacy, security, data risks, data sensitiv-
ity, metadata management, and MDM. Each aspect of data governance relates to the specifica-
tion of a set of information policies that reflect business needs and expectations, along with
the processes for monitoring conformance to those information policies. (David Loshin.
2009, 75)
Policies relay on the accessibility and usability enterprise data, and the way each business pol-
icy uses data defines a set of information usage policies. Each information policy represents a
set of data rules or constrains associated with the definitions, formats, and uses underlying
data elements. (IBM Press. 2008, 10)
Qualitative statements about the quality of the data values, records, and the consistency across
multiple data elements are the most important level of the governance. Together these provide
a layer of business metadata that will be used in automating the collection and reporting of
conformance to the business policies, where noncompliance with external reporting require-
ments (e.g. Sarbanes-Oxley in the United States) can result in fines and prison sentences, the
level of sensitivity to governance of information management will only continue to grow.
(Maydanchik Arkady. 2007, 50-58)
6.1 Risks which drives master data governance
A data quality and data governance assessment clarifies how the information architectures is
used to support fulfillment with different information polices. It suggests that data quality and
standards management are part of a much larger picture with respect to oversight of enterprise
information.
To ensure that data meets the quality expectations of the client application be positioned with-
in the management of the corresponding line of business we have to introduce data ownership
which must be aligned within the line of business so that ultimate responsibility for the quality
of data can be properly identified. (David Loshin. 2009, 90)
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Above mention statements bring us to the question “What truly drives the need for govern-
ance?” In a real world there are many drives such as business and risks drive governance,
however few of the risks associated with master data such as:
? Business and Financial
If the objective of the MDM program is to improve productivity and the organiza-
tion’s bottom line, then the first area of the risks involves understanding how noncon-
formance with information policies put’s the business’s financial objectives at risk. For
example , identify errors  within financial reports that have a material impact requiring
restatement of results not only demonstrates instability and lack of control, it also is
likely to have a negative influence on the company as whole, often reflected in de-
crease in the company value.
Absence of oversight for the quality of financial data impact operational aspects as
well. The inability to oversee a unified master view of the accounts, customers, and
suppliers may lead to accounting anomalies, including under billing of customers, du-
plicate payments or overpayments to vendors, payments to former employees and etc.
(David Loshin. 2009, 92)
? Reporting
Certain types of regulations (eg., Sarbanes-Oxley  for financial reporting, 21 CFR Part
11 for electronic documentation in the pharmaceutical industry, Basel II  for assessing
capital risk in the banking industry ) required that the organization prepare documents
and reports that demonstrate compliance, which establishes accurate and auditable re-
porting as an area of risk. (David Loshin. 2009, 92)
For example, consider that in financial reporting, determining that flawed was used in
assembling a financial statement may result in material impact that necessitates a re-
statement of the financial report. (David Loshin. 2009, 93)
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? Entity knowledge
Maintaining knowledge of the parties with whom the organization does business is
critical for understanding and reducing both business risks (eg. credit rating to ensure
that customer can pay their bills) and regulatory risks. Many organizations are gov-
erned by regulations that insist on customer awareness, such as the USA PATRIOT
Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, and Graham-Leach-Bliley, all of which require the ability
distinguish between unique individual identities. Ensuring that the tools used to re-
solve identities are matching within expected levels of trust and that process exist for
remediating identity errors falls under the realm of the governance and stewardship.
(David Loshin. 2009, 93)
? Protection
The flip side of the entity knowledge is protection of individual potentially private in-
formation.  Compliance  directives  that  originate  in  regulation  such  HIPPA  and  Gra-
ham-Leach-Bliley require that organizations protect each individual data to limit data
breaches and protect personal information. (David Loshin. 2009, 94)
? Limitation of use
Regulations and business arrangements both establish governance policies for limiting
how data  sets  are  used,  how they  are  shared,  what  components,  may  be  shared,  and
the number of times they can be copied, as well as  overseeing the determination of
access rights for the data. (David Loshin. 2009, 94)
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6.2 Master data templates toward governance approach
In the following chapter I will introduce examples of templates which can be utilized during
ERP Deployment Project. Current templates which represent collection forms of master data
for vendors, customers and materials of organization can be utilized with SAP system.
Each part of template interacts with organizational structure of the master data within SAP.
Vendor Master Data Template:
? General data
? Company code
? Purchasing organization
Customer Master Data Template:
? General Data
? Company code
? Sales organization
Material Master Data Template:
? Represents main material view which are used during procurement and sales and dis-
tributions processes.
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The aim of the presented solution is to guide organizations how master data should be col-
lected before deployment project and daily business life of organization. However solution
just represents the idea of author which gives the way to organization how to organize the way
of the collection of master data during deployment projects.
Organization is titled to select own way of utilization of solution towards governance of mas-
ter data, that means each value of master data views in vendor, customer and material objects
are represented by selection of different mandatory fields which can be stated in collection
templates or via IMG SAP system customizing where particular mandatory field can be main-
tained and particular organization views restriction can be maintained in the system.
However customization is out of scope of the research and won’t be described and suggested
to the organization because of the high cost.
Templates will be divided in two parts one set of templates will be represented in Case 1 and
other set of templates will be represented in Case 2. Case 1 and Case 2 set of templates will be
used during collection of master data for integration testing
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6.3 Case 1
6.3.1 Vendor general data form
6.3.2 Vendor company code form
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6.3.3 Customer general data form
6.3.4 Customer company data form
24
6.3.5 Material master data form
Material master form can be seen in Appendix 1
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6.4 Case 2
6.4.1 Vendor general data form
26
6.4.2 Vendor company code form
6.4.3 Vendor purchasing organization form
27
6.4.4 Customer general data form
28
6.4.5 Customer company data form
6.4.6 Customer sales organization form
29
6.4.7 Material master data form
Material master form can be seen in Appendix 2.
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7 Research method
For my research I selected Qualitative and Empirical type of research designs. Before applying
research types to my thesis I want to give description of each type.
7.1 Qualitative method
Qualitative part of the research will be based on work of Joseph A. Maxwell “Qualitative Re-
search Design An interactive Approach”.
Definition for qualitative method:
“Qualitative type of the research is a field of inquiry that crosscuts disciplines and sub-
ject matters. Qualitative researchers aim to gather an in-depth understanding of hu-
man behavior and the reasons that govern such behavior. The discipline investigates
the why and how of decision making, not just what, where, when. Hence, smaller but
focused samples are more often needed rather than large random samples.” (Joseph A.
Maxwell. 1996, 45)
7.2 Empirical method
Empirical part of the research will be base on work of A.D. de Groot “Empirical cycle of A.
D. de Groot”.
Definition for empirical method:
“Empirical type of the research is any research that bases its findings on direct or indi-
rect observation as its test of reality. Such research may also be conducted according
to hypothetical-deductive procedures.”  (Empirical research. 2002)
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Empirical cycle of A.D. de Groot:
? Observation: The collecting and organization of empirical facts; forming hypotheses.
? Induction: Formulating hypotheses.
? Deduction: Deducting consequences of hypotheses as testable predictions.
? Testing: Testing the hypotheses with new empirical material.
? Evaluation: Evaluating the outcome of testing.
7.3 Why qualitative and empirical research?
Research will be based on existing facts which will be gathered and utilized and observed on
bases of Qualitative research. Hypotheses and methods which will be developed from theory
have to be tested in real case where I would apply empirical approach.
Test of hypotheses will show if my findings are right and they can be applied in real practice.
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8 Test of master data
The test is done within theory and collection master data templates which are mentioned in
chapter 6.
The purpose of testing is to show interaction of master data governance approach during pro-
curement  and  sales  distribution  processes.  Test  will  cover  creation  of  the  vendor,  customer
and material  master records in the system. Created master data will  be utilized in integration
testing which will show impact on following master data on business process. Test plan of
integration testing can be seen in Appendix 3.
Figure 7: Master Data utilization during test
As it mention above and presented in the [Figure 7] the test will start with creation of the
vendor and material master record. The following steps will be preceded such as creation of
purchase order, goods receipt and invoice verification. When all documents are created and
procurement process is ended, we will create customer master and sales order will be created
with reference to purchase order.
The results of the test have to show that all documents which are created during test complete
and master data utilized with suggested approach with deferens to chapter 6.
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8.1 Case 1
8.1.1 STEP 1 Vendor master data creation
Your company has entered in to a business relationship with a new vendor. Since you intend
to place orders with this vendor frequently in future, you create a new master data record.
Choose Logistics -> Materials Management -> Purchasing -> Master Data -> Vendor -> Central ->
Create (transaction XK01).
Enter the following data on the initial screen:
Field  name Field value
Vendor T-K901
Company Code 1000
Account Group ZTMM
Confirm you entries with Enter.
Enter the following data on the individual data screens. In each case, choose , with the
quick-info text Enter, to get to the next data screen.
Address
Name High-speed Gr.
Search term HGR
Postal code/City 53223
Language English
Control, Payment transaction, general
No input necessary
Choose save, with the quick-info text Save.
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8.1.2 STEP 2 Material master data creation
Various departments in your enterprise access and use existing material master records.
Choose Logistics -> Material Management -> Material Master -> Material -> Create (General) -> Imme-
diately (MM01).
Enter the following data on the initial screen:
Material T-M901
Industry sector Mechanical Engineering
Material type Finished Goods
Then choose , with the quick info text Enter.
Select following view on the select views screen:
? Basic Data 1
? Purchasing
? Purchase order
? General Plant Data/Storage 1
Choose , with the quick-info text Continue.
Enter the following data in the Organizational Levels box:
Plant 1000
Storage location 0001
Choose , with the quick-info text Continue.
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Enter the following data on the Basic data screen.
Basic data
Material description Headlight Extra Bright
Base unit of measure pc
Material group 003
Gross weight 4
Net weight 3,8
Unit of weight KG
To get to the next view in each case, choose , with the quick info text Enter.
Purchasing
Purchasing group T00
Purchasing value 1
GR processing time 1
Choose save, with quick-info text Save.
8.1.3 STEP 3 Purchase order creation
In your company you, material must be procured from external vendor. As an employee in
Purchasing, you need to know about the procurement process in particular the purchase or-
der.
Create a purchase order with the following header data:
Vendor T-K901
Purchasing organization 1000
Purchasing group Z00
Company code 1000
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Check whether the above values for the purchasing organization, purchasing group, and com-
pany code are included as default values in the Personal Settings for transaction ME21N or
ME21(old transaction). If not, enter the relevant default values.
Item view:
Quantity 100 boxes
Material T-M901
Delivery date Current date
Plant 1000
Storage location 0001
SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Material Managements -> Purchasing -> Purchase Order -> Create -> Ven-
dor/Supplying Plant Known
Choose save, with the quick-info text Save, and make the note of the PO number.
Display Purchase Order.
8.1.4 STEP 4 Goods receipt creation
In your company, materials are procured from external suppliers. As a member of the ware-
house staff, you exam how deliveries of ordered materials are entered in the SAP system and
what effects these goods receipt have with regard to the purchase order.
SAP Menu -> Material Management -> Inventory Management -> Goods Movement -> Goods Receipt ->
For Purchase Order -> GR for Purchase Order (MIGO).
Choose transaction Goods Receipts and the reference document PO. Enter 101 as the default
value for movement type.
Field name Field entry
Vendor T-K901
Material T-M901
Delivery date 7 days from current date
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Open the header data and enter LS-A100 in the delivery note field on the general tab page.
Set the Ok indicator for the item. Note that you can set the indicator in the detail data if detail
data area is open.
Then all data is entered press Post and make note of the material document number.
Display Goods Receipt document.
8.1.5 STEP 5 Invoice verification creation
The procurement process ends with entry of the vendor invoice. You are responsible for test-
ing the functionality of Logistics Invoice Verification.
SAP Menu -> Material Management -> Logistics Invoice Verification -> Document Entry ->Enter Invoice
(MIRO).
Enter following into Basic Data tab page:
Field name Field entry
Invoice date Today date
Reference RE-A100
Amount 1000
Tax amount 100
Tax Code 1I (10%)
On PO reference tab page, choose Purchase Order/Scheduling agreement as reference docu-
ment category and enter PO number.
Choose Save, with the quick info text Post, and note the number of the invoice document.
Display Invoice document.
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8.1.6 STEP 6 Customer master data creation
Your company has entered in to a business relationship with a new customer. Since you in-
tend to place sales orders with this customer frequently in future, you create a new master data
record.
From the initial create customer screen enter the customer data from the tables below. Select
enter at each screen after completing the data input.
Logistics -> Sales and Distribution -> Master Data -> Business Partner ->Customer -> Create Complete
(use the account group overview icon and select account group 0001 sold to party)
Account group 001
Customer 409873
Company Code 1000
Choose the appropriate view and enter following data:
General Data
Name Miller Ltd
Search term MLTD
Postal Code 20111
City Berlin
Country DE
Region 11
Transportation zone 0000000001
Language English
VAT reg no DE1234567
Choose other view.
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Company code
Reconciliation account 140000
Choose save, with quick-info text Save
8.1.7 STEP 7 Sales order creation
Create a standard sales order for a customer by referencing the previously created purchase
order document. Then add a second item to the sales order.
Logistics > Sales and Distribution > Sales > Order > Create
Select Order Type OR.
Select the Create with Reference pushbutton.
Enter quotation number to Offer field.
Select Copy pushbutton.
Purchase order number can be taken from previous PO test
Material T-M901
Quantity 1
Choose save, with quick-info text Save.
Display Sales Order document.
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8.2 Case 2
8.2.1 STEP 1 Vendor master data creation
Your company has entered in to a business relationship with a new vendor. Since you intend
to place orders with this vendor frequently in future, you create a new master data record.
Choose Logistics -> Materials Management -> Purchasing -> Master Data -> Vendor -> Central ->
Create (transaction XK01).
Enter the following data on the initial screen:
Field  name Field value
Vendor T-K900
Company Code 1000
Purchasing organization 1000
Account Group ZTMM
Confirm you entries with Enter.
Enter the following data on the individual data screens. In each case, choose , with the
quick-info text Enter, to get to the next data screen.
Address
Title Company
Name High-speed Gr.
Search term HGR
Street/House number Lincolnstrabe 99
Postal code/City 81549
Country DE
Region 09
Language English
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Control, Payment transaction, general
No input necessary
Payment transactions (Accounting)
Terms of payment 0002
Correspondence Accounting
No input necessary
Purchasing data
Order currency EUR
Terms of payment 0002
Incoterms FH
Partner Roles
No input necessary
Choose save, with the quick-info text Save.
8.2.2 STEP 2 Material master data creation
Various departments in your enterprise access and use existing material master records.
Choose Logistics -> Material Management -> Material Master -> Material -> Create (General) -> Imme-
diately (MM01).
Enter the following data on the initial screen:
Material T-M900
Industry sector Mechanical Engineering
Material type Finished Goods
Then choose , with the quick info text Enter.
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Select following view on the select views screen:
? Basic Data 1
? Sales: Sales.org. Data 1
? Purchasing
? Purchase order
? General Plant Data/Storage 1
Choose , with the quick-info text Continue.
Enter the following data in the Organizational Levels box:
Plant 1000/0001
Storage location 0001
Choose , with the quick-info text Continue.
Enter the following data on the Basic data screen.
Basic data
Material description Headlight Extra Bright
Base unit of measure pc
Material group 003
Gross weight 4
Net weight 3,8
Unit of weight KG
Enter the following data in the remaining views selected. To get to the next view in each case,
choose , with the quick info text Enter.
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Sales: Sales.org 1/2
Plant 1000/0001
Sales org 0001
Distr.Chl 01
Base Unit of Measure PC
Material group 003
Tax category 1
Choose , with the quick info text Enter.
Sales: general/plant
Trans.grp 0001
LoadingGrp 0002
Choose , with the quick info text Enter.
Purchasing
Purchasing group T00
Purchasing value 1
GR processing time 1
Choose save, with quick-info text Save.
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8.2.3 STEP 3 Purchase order creation
In your company you, material must be procured from external vendor. As an employee in
Purchasing, you need to know about the procurement process in particular the purchase or-
der.
Create a purchase order with the following header data:
Vendor T-K900
Purchasing organization 1000
Purchasing group Z00
Company code 1000
Check whether the above values for the purchasing organization, purchasing group, and com-
pany code are included as default values in the Personal Settings for transaction ME21N or
ME21(old transaction). If not, enter the relevant default values.
Item view:
Quantity 100 boxes
Material T-M900
Delivery date Current date
Plant 1000
Storage location 0001
SAP Menu -> Logistics -> Material Managements -> Purchasing -> Purchase Order -> Create -> Ven-
dor/Supplying Plant Known
Choose save, with the quick-info text Save, and make the note of the PO number.
Display Purchase Order.
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8.2.4 STEP 4 Goods receipt creation
In your company, materials are procured from external suppliers. As a member of the ware-
house staff, you exam how deliveries of ordered materials are entered in the SAP system and
what effects these goods receipt have with regard to the purchase order.
SAP Menu -> Material Management -> Inventory Management -> Goods Movement -> Goods Receipt ->
For Purchase Order -> GR for Purchase Order (MIGO).
Choose transaction Goods Receipts and the reference document PO. Enter 101 as the default
value for movement type.
You can search your last PO or use from the note which you make in previous test.
Field name Field entry
Vendor T-K900
Material T-M900
Delivery date 7 days from current date
Choose fined. A separate screen area with the search result appears. Select your purchase or-
der and click adopt.
Open the header data and enter LS-A100 in the delivery note field on the general tab page.
Set the Ok indicator for the item. Note that you can set the indicator in the detail data if detail
data area is open.
Then all data is entered press Post and make note of the material document number.
Display Goods Receipt document.
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8.2.5 STEP 5 Invoice verification creation
The procurement process ends with entry of the vendor invoice. You are responsible for test-
ing the functionality of Logistics Invoice Verification.
SAP Menu -> Material Management -> Logistics Invoice Verification -> Document Entry ->Enter Invoice
(MIRO).
Enter following into Basic Data tab page:
Field name Field entry
Invoice date Today date
Reference RE-A100
Amount 1000
Tax amount 100
Tax Code 1I (10%)
On PO reference tab page, choose Purchase Order/Scheduling agreement as reference docu-
ment category and enter PO number.
Choose Save, with the quick info text Post, and note the number of the invoice document.
Display Invoice document.
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8.2.6 STEP 6 Customer master data creation
Your company has entered in to a business relationship with a new customer. Since you in-
tend to place sales orders with this customer frequently in future, you create a new master data
record.
From the initial create customer screen enter the customer data from the tables below. Select
enter at each screen after completing the data input.
Logistics -> Sales and Distribution -> Master Data -> Business Partner ->Customer -> Create Complete
(use the account group overview icon and select account group 0001 sold to party)
Account group 001
Customer 409872
Company Code 1000
Sales Area 1000/0001
Choose the appropriate view and enter following data:
General Data
Name Miller Ltd
Search term MLTD
Street Vennustr 12
Postal Code 20111
City Hamburg
Country DE
Transportation zone 0000000001
Language English
VAT reg no DE1234567
Choose other view.
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Company code
Reconciliation account 140000
Choose other view.
Sales Area Data
Customer group 02
Shipping condition 50
Delivery plant 1000/0001
Incoterms part 1 and part 2 019 DDU/ DDU Hamburg
Terms of payment 3000
Tax classification 1 (Liable for tax)
Choose save, with quick-info text Save
8.2.7 STEP 7 Sales order creation
Create a standard sales order for a customer by referencing the previously created purchase
order document. Then add a second item to the sales order.
Logistics > Sales and Distribution > Sales > Order > Create
Select Order Type OR.
Select the Create with Reference pushbutton.
Enter quotation number to Offer field.
Select Copy pushbutton.
Purchase order number can be taken from previous PO test
Material T-M900
Quantity 1
Choose save, with quick-info text Save.
Display Sales Order document.
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9 Findings
In the following chapter will be represented findings from the master data test cases. Data will
be representing as extracts from the SAP system, screen capturers and follow-up documents
as PO.
The main goal of the chapter is to show interaction governance approach and data quality in
real life. As well results gained during test will prove hypothesis to which study is aiming. All
master data was collected with introduced templates in Chapter 6.
Collection of master data which were used during test will be collected in master data collec-
tion  table.  Such  table  will  help  to  understand  deferens  of  master  data  used  in  different  test
cases.
Master data collection table
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9.1 Master data extracts from SAP
To bring better understanding of importance of master data following extracts had been
made.
9.1.1 Vendor master data
LFA1 table extract represent address data of the vendor from general data view in SAP. As we
can see some data are missing from the vendor T-K901 in case 1. In future missing data will
cause problem, however system allows saving data us such to SAP.
LFB1  table  extract  represent  company  code  data.  As  we  can  see  vendors  are  existed  under
company code level in SAP.
LFM1  table  extract  represent  purchasing  data  of  the  vendor.  However  we  can  see  that  for
vendor T-K901 which used in case 1 purchasing data are missing, that will bring problems in
vendor utilization during procurements process.
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9.1.2 Customer master data
KNA table extract represent address data of the customer from general data view in SAP. As
we can see some data are missing from the customer 409873 in case 1. In future missing data
will cause problem, however system allows saving data us such to SAP.
KNB1 table extract represent company code data. As we can see customers are existed under
company code level in SAP.
KNBK table extract represent bank details of the customer. As we can see for customer
409873 which use in case 1 bank details are missing. From business point of that data are im-
portant and needed during business life.
KNVK table extract represent contact person data from client point of view such information
is important and has to be entered to the system, as we can see in case 1 such data is missing.
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KNVV table extract represent sales organization data of the customer. However we can see
that for customer 409873 which used in case 1 sales organization data are missing, that will
bring problems in customer utilization during sales and distribution process.
9.1.3 Material master data
MARA table extract represent general data view of the material in the SAP system. As we can
see general data are created for bough materials. Data which stored under table represent gen-
eral description of product which procured in the organization.
MARC table extract represent purchasing and plant level view of the material. As we can see
plant data exist for bough material, however purchasing data represented just only for material
T-M900 for plant 1000. Missing purchasing data for material T-M901 will reflect in future
procurement process of the product.
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MARD table extract represent storage location of the material within organization. As we can
see for case 1 material T-M901 storage location is missing and such product does not have any
location within organization. Missing storage location data for material T-M901 will reflect in
future procurement process of the product.
MBEW table extract represent accounting view of the material. As we can see such data are
missing for material T-M901, the reason behind that such material is not activated under such
view.
MVKE table extract represent sales organization view of the material for bough cases data
exist.
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9.2 Case 1
Chapter presents general documents screen captures from test Case 1.
9.2.1 Purchase Order
In the screen capture we can see that purchase order cannot be created because vendor T-
K901 does not exist under purchasing organization 1000 that error interacts with vendor pur-
chasing data extract which can be seen under table LFM1.
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In the same screen view if we will press “Print preview” we can display PO document which
can be seen below. From that document we can see that vendor general data are missing such
as address and legal attributes. Missing general data can bee seen under LFA1 table and legal
attributes belong to purchase order number which cannot be generated because of inconsis-
tency in master data for vendor.
9.2.2 Goods Receipt & Invoice Verification
Following document cannot be created because PO is not created, because of not complete
master data of vendor.
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9.2.3 Sales Order
 In the screen capture we can see that we cannot continue with sales order creation because
customer 409873 does not exist under sales organization 1000/01/01 that error interacts with
customer sales organization data extract which can be seen under KNVV table.
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9.3 Case 2
Chapter presents general documents screen captures from test Case 2.
9.3.1 Purchase Order
With comparison to case 1 we can see that PO is created and all data can bee seen from the
PO print preview.
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9.3.2 Goods Receipt
When goods receipt is created and posted we can display Material document.
If material document created correctly we can see which Accounting documents are created.
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9.3.3 Invoice Verifications
When invoice is created and posted we can display Invoice document
If invoice document created correctly we can see which Accounting documents are created.
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9.3.4 Sales Order
From the picture below we can see that sales order created an ready for the following sales
and distribution processes.
If sales order created correctly we can display status overview of the sales order.
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10 Conclusion
This study represents the foundation for master data governance approach, which is based on
common processes for continuous data quality and improvement during ERP deployment
projects. The main aspects or the research are adopted from SAP master data theory with in-
teraction of quality and governance approach which are tried to introduce suggestion to the
organization which are planning or in the phase of the collection and validation of master da-
ta.
Base on findings we can say that suggestion which are introduced in the following study is one
of  the  steps  out  of  many  towards  clear  understanding  of  master  data  need  during  ERP  de-
ployment projects. Current solution could help overcome such problems as duplication, inva-
lidity or redundancy of master data in the system. However governance approach aim towards
particular legislation which organization has to apply during they business life.
Certain types of regulations are (eg. Sarbanes-Oxley for financial reporting, 21 CFR Part 11
for electronic documentation in the pharmaceutical industry, Basel II for assessing capital risk
in the banking industry) required that the organization prepare documents and reports that
demonstrate compliance, which establishes accurate and auditable reporting. Consider that in
financial reporting, determining that flawed was used in assembling a financial statement may
result in material impact that necessitates a restatement of the financial report.
Clear understanding of the exact master data need will help minimize costs and flow of fake
data to the system. However, with commitment from all levels of the organizations, and ap-
propriate controls, training and understanding of the systems and DQ issues, it is possible for
any organizations to successfully implement ERP systems.
The study can be utilized as a base for future researches, because SAP as ERP system repre-
sents different aspects of the organizational business life such as product planning and finan-
cial part of organization. Impact of master data in mentioned areas are very important and
makes valuable for future studies.
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Master Data Quality In ERP Deployment Projects
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1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose and Scope
This document covers Integration Testing.
Integration Testing will be carried out according to high level testing schedule:
Week 44 - Testing at HH premises
Figure 1: Test scope
1.2. Test Cases
Test cases are based on set of templates which will be tested during integration
testing. Templates represent; vendor, material and customer master data collec-
tion templates. Master data templates can be see in chapter 6.2 in thesis docu-
ment. Master data will be tested base on procurement and sales & distribution
processes.
Test Case 1 Test Case 2
Test Environment SAP R/3
Test Results
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   Figure 2: Master Data utilization during test
2. Integration Test
2.1. General Description
The primary objective of the Integration Test is to ensure that the required func-
tionality in the SAP system with interfaces to legacy systems and other systems
supports the business processes as defined Integration test scripts. Integration
Testing involves testing the integration aspects of master data to be integrated.
Test also ensures that end-to-end integration works both from logistics.
All functionalities in the ERP deployment project are tested in the Integration
Test. The aim is to verify that the SAP system is working as designed (concepts,
scenarios) and without defects. Integration testing is conducted to discover and
correct processing and procedural defects. If defects are found during the Inte-
gration Test all the corrections of defects have to be tested again.
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2.2. Environment
The integration test is executed in SAP environment/Client 510.
2.3. Integration Test Entry Criteria
Entry criteria for Integration Test execution: all functionalities in project are
configured and tested.
2.4. Entry criteria
? Test environments are ready
? Configuration is frozen
? Authorizations are defined
? Master data is created and verified
? Integration test scripts are ready
? Integration test scripts are approved
2.5. Deliverables from System Solution phase
? Technical documentation (Configuration and system solution documents)
? Integration Test plan and test scripts
2.6. Test Validation
Key user or other person nominated to tester role by Deployment Manager will
participate to testing sessions and they are doing validation all the time.
Integration Testing Sign off meeting:
Purpose of this meeting is to go through testing status and results of the valida-
tion meeting and decide if system is ready.
3. Scope of Test – Master Data & Business Processes to be tested
Scope of test (= list of the business scenarios = test cases which will be tested
during Integration testing is defined.
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3.1. Features to be tested inside the scope
User Interface: All interface functions have to be tested.
Configuration: All functions have to be tested.
Interfaces:  Modified interfaces to other systems have to be tested as a part of
Integration Test: All basic interfaces in scope are tested as a part of Integration
Test processes.
Printouts  and  Reports:  All  new  or  modified  printouts  and  reports  defined  in
scope have to be tested by printing them both on screen and on printer
4. Enterprise Structure and Master Data
4.1. Enterprise structure
Enterprise  Structure  represents  how  the  organizational  structure  of  the  xxx
business is implemented in SAP, i.e. Legal entities and plants.
4.2. Master Data
Materials, Customers and Vendors
5. Test Acceptance / Rejection Criteria
Integration Test is accepted when all test scripts in testing scope are completed
and their results are accepted. Results can be accepted if they correspond with
expected output and if no input generates uncontrolled defects. Accepted test
results can’t contain defects.
The tests are rejected if test results contain defects in any status other than
“closed”. NOTE: Certain test environments may have defined exceptions to
these criteria.  All the exceptions need to be documented and approved.
6. Deliverables and Test logs
The following deliverables must result from Integration Test. Possible found de-
fects are recorded, fixed and re-tested
